
• Changing Legal Landscape for Infosec

Who I am:
Elissa Shevinsky
CEO of Jekudo Privacy Company
@ElissaBeth and @Jekudo_Cat on Twitter
Writer/Journalist 
Cautious Security Researcher

Who I am Not: A Lawyer (all disclaimers here)

So basically same as a lot of us here:
Wants to do cool InfoSec stuff, 

Wants to Stay out of Jail



• War on Encryption

“That’s the challenge — working with those 
companies to build technological solutions 

to prevent encryption above all else,” 
Steinbach said.

Assistant director of the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division Michael 
Steinbach just told the House Homeland Security Committee: 



• “War on Hackers” is Kind of Accurate

"We want cybercriminals to feel the full force of American justice, 
because they are doing as much damage—if not more, these 

days—as folks who are involved in more conventional crime."

- Obama



• Security Research as “Cybercrime”

Obama has proposed expanding the definitions 
that can be used to prosecute “cybercriminals”



• Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

“authorized 
access”

can be interpreted 
very broadly by judges 

to include 
websites and data 

that you and I would consider 
publicly available



• WTF Does “Authorized Access” Mean

"Under the new proposal, sharing 
your HBO GO password with a 

friend would be a felony"                                    

-Nate Cardozo, EFF



 What the judge is really upset about is that Silk Road was 
not simply criminal but also political dissent. Ulbricht quite 

clearly said the laws governing drugs and marketplaces 
were wrong.

In other words, the judge expressly stated that she is using 
the power of the court in order to punish political dissent.  

• Punishing Political Dissent





“The stated purpose [of the Silk Road] 
was to be beyond the law…This is 

deeply troubling, terribly misguided, 
and very dangerous.” 

-Judge Katherine Forrest



•              One Reasonable Response

“I may be incarcerated for doing my job.” 

“I have a family to care for including a child, and I 
can’t ask them to enter this murky legal territory.”

- quinn norton, security journalist





“In seeking to punish people who find themselves in receipt of 
information such as credit card data, or perhaps hack logs and 

vulnerability information, with charges as if they’d broken in and 
gotten the information themselves, the government chills the basic 

techniques used every day to keep us safer and more informed” 
  

                                                 - quinn norton on the Barrett Brown case

Basically, sharing data (for white hat purposes) can lead to same 
punishments as stealing the data



• In Contrast: Tech CEO Gets Reduced Sentence



• Lessons?

What can we take away here?

Dissidence/activism and outright trolling/embarrassing
the feds seem to add to a conviction.
Note that those activities are not themselves illegal.



• Filing a Freedom of Information Act Request





• Fighting Back


